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Preface 
The field of stochastzc structural rnechonr cs is currently an active area of research The primary 
concern here lies In the probabilistic modelmg of the uncertamties in speclfylng elastic, mass 
and geometric properties of the structure This is in contrast with the goals of the more 
traditional random vt bmtr on studies which pnmarily focus at tention on probabilistic modeling 
of uncertamtles associated wlth loads such as those caused due to earthquakes, wmd and 
gudeway irregularities The motivation for the study of system randomness anses, on one 
hand, from the need to make the structural safety assessment more redistic, and, on the other 
hand, from the need to study associated phenomenologcal response features such as mode 
localization and system behawor in hgher frequency regions The latter class of problems are 
relevant in vibro-acoustic design of vehcles Besides, the recent developments m the fields of 
robotlcs and composite structural materials have provlded impetus towards developing genenc 
procedures for handlug structural randomness Problems of h e a r  determmiatic structural 
dynarmcs have been extensively treated m the mstmg hterature mthm the framework8 of 
finrte element method using normal mode expanmons, transfer matrn method and dynarmc 
stlfiess rnatnx approach When these methods are to be extended to analyze structures 
mth  random material and/or geometric property variations, questions on solut~ons of random 
dflerential and algebrmc eigenvalue problems, inversion of random matnx and differential 
operators and charactemation of random matruc products ansa The present thesis a ~ a s  at 
contributmg new methodolo~es m achievmg some of these extensions 
The thesis also considers the problem of vibration energy flow modehg 1n statistical 
ensemble of vlbratmg systems When the frequency range of dynarmcal forces actug on 
engmeermg structures encompass several modes of vlbratlons, the prediction of vlbratiod 
response of the structures poses difficult challenges These situations are mdely encountered 
in nbro-acoustic design of aerospace, manne and automobile structures In these problems, 
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in order that higher mode responses are captured correctly, the discretization procedures, 
such as, finite element method, require very detaded idealization of the physical structures 
This, not only, results in unmanageable computational difficulties, but also, fails to address 
a more fundamental problem, namely, the extreme sensitivity of higher mode response to 
mmnor changes in system parameters and modeling The Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) 
procedure has been developed m the literature to address these difficulties A distinguish- 
ing feature of SEA modeling is that it treats the vibrating system as being a member of a 
statistical ensemble of nominally identical systems, this being done to allow for the extreme 
sensitivity of higher mode charactenstics to minor changes in system parameters and model 
ing Consequently, the primary response variables are obtamed as averages across ensemble 
of excmtations and ensemble of vibrating systems For these predicted averages to be useful in 
design, the knowledge of confidence bands associated with these averages is very essential A 
major gap in the current state of art in the field of SEA has been the lack of genenc proce 
dures for estimating the confidence intervals associated with the SEA prehctlons The study 
reported in ths them also m s  at developing stochastic dynamic stiffness matnx based finite 
element procedures to investigate the vibration energy flow in bumlt up structures with an aim 
to gain insights into the vanabilty in SEA predictions 
The scope of the study reported in this them is limited to h e a r  vibrational behavior 
of skeletal structures Specifically, we focus our attention on the extension of the method of 
dynarmc stlffness matruc to study harmonic and stochastic steady state response analysis of 
skeletal structures wlth random spatial inhomogeneities in themr properties The thesis is dl 
vlded Into 5 Chapters and three Appendices Firstly, the element stochastic dynarmc stiffness 
matrix is developed for a general random beam element and, subsequently, applicat ons on dy f 
nsrmcs of bullt-up structures and vibration energy flow calculations in rando&ly Parametered 
trusses axe discussed 
A rewew of hterature on the methods of linear structural dynarmcs mth  parameter 
uncertamtm is presented in Chapter 1 The scope of the stochastic finite element method 
usmg normal mode expansions, transfer matnces and methods based on statistical energy 
analysis are cnt~cally exarmned Lsrmtations of the currently awlable techniques for the 
dynamic analys~s of structures in certm application areas and some of the open questions 
reqwng further research are brought out The motivation for focusmg attention on the 
method of dynam~cs tiffness matrur is highlighted 
In Chapter 2 a finite element based methodology is developed for the determination of 
the dynarmc stiffness matrm of Euler Bernoulli beams mth randomly varying flexural and ma1 
rigdity, mass density and foundation elastic modulus The finite element approximation made 
employs frequency dependent shape functions, which gwes rise to stochashc dynomzc sttfiess 
rnatm, charactenzed by a set of dynamzc werghted zntegrals This promdes an effective means 
of discretization of random fields for dynarmc problems The analysis avoids eigenfunction 
expansion which, not only eliminates modal truncation errors, but also, restricts the number of 
random lanablea entermg the formulations Application of the proposed method is illustrated 
by considering two problems of wide interest in engmeering mechanics, namely, vibration of 
beam on random elastic foundation and the problem of seismic wave amplification through 
randomly inhomogeneous soil layers Satisfactory agreement between analytical solutions and 
a limited amount of digtal simulation results is also demonstrated 
The element stochastic dynamic stiffness matruc developed in Chapter 2 is used to cal 
culate the statistics of forced harmonic vibration response of portal frames in Chapter 3 The 
analysis is based on the assembly of the element stochastic dynamic stiffness matrices The 
solution involves the inversion of the global dynamic stiffness matrix, which turns out to be 
a complex valued, symmetnc, random matrut Three alternative approximate procedures, 
namely, random eigenfunction expansion method, complex Neumann expansion method and 
combined analytical and simulation method are developed to invert the matrm The perfor 
mance of these approximate procedures is ewluated using Monte Carlo simulation results 
The nbration energy distnbution 1n truss structures under harmonic exatations is con 
sidered m Chapter 4 A thirteen member truss is considered for the purpose of illustration 
The truss is modeled withn the frameworks of SEA and stochastic fimte element method 
employmg random dynarmc stxfhess rnatr~ces The SEA model leads to a thirteen subsystem 
model with multiple coupling paths The coupling loss factors at each junction is evaluated 
by usmg power injection method uslng dynamcs atifbess matnx method Subsequently, the 
spectrum of steady state vibration energy 1s evaluated These energy spectra are averaged 
by using frequency band averagmg as is recommended m the traditional SEA procedures To 
apply the stochastic fimte element method, the geometry of the truss, mass and elastic prop 
ert~es of the truss members are treated as stochastic variables The stat~stics of the spectra of 
the total steady state vibration energy in different truss members are evaluated by using dy 
n m c  stiffness matrur approach in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation procedures The 
results from SEA and stochastic finite element method are further compared to gain insights 
into the scope of different apprcwmations made m the frequency band averagmg used in SEA 
The study helps in gaming msqghts into the use of finite element procedures in computing 
coupling loss factors used in SEA and also in understanding the influence of randomness in 
truss geometry and digerent damping models on the vibration energy distribution 
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions emergmg from the above studies and makes a few sug 
gestions for further research Appendtv A provides symbolic expressions of dynumzc wezghted 
mtegrals and the assoelated matnces Appendur B lists the expressions of time averaged en 
erges and energy losses of an axlally vibrating truss member Append= C gves the listing 
of source code written in the symbolic programming language (MAPLE V) for generation of 
some of the expressions provided in append= A and B 
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